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RIGIDITY OF ERGODIC VOLUME-PRESERVING ACTIONS
OF SEMISIMPLE GROUPS OF HIGHER RANK

ON COMPACT MANIFOLDS

GUILLAUME SEYDOUX

Abstract. Let M be a compact manifold, H a semisimple Lie group of
higher rank (e.g., H = SL(n, R) with n > 3 ) and a e sf(H, M) an ergodic
//-action on M which preserves a volume v. Such an //-action is conjectured
to be "locally rigid": if a' is a sufficiently C'-small perturbation of a, then
there should exist a diffeomorphism 4> of the manifold M which conjugates
a' to a. This conjecture would imply that if m is an a-invariant geometrical
structure on M, then there should exist an. a'-invariant geometrical structure
w' on M of the same type. Using Kazhdan property, superrigidity for cocycles,
and Sobolev spaces techniques we prove, under suitable conditions, two such

results with w = v and with w a Riemannian metric along the leaves of a
foliation of M.

1. Introduction

Let M be a compact connected manifold and H a Lie group acting on M.
Unless otherwise specified we always assume that the manifold M, geometric
structures, and H-actions on M we consider are smooth. Let sf(H, M) de-
note the set of //"-actions on M, endowed for each integer 0 < k < oo with
the Ck-topology of uniform convergence of fc-jets on compact subsets of H.
In general, if a£s/(H, M), an arbitrary C^-neighbourhood of a, however
small, contains actions which are not conjugate to a : take H = 1, M = T2,
and let aa e sf(R, T2) denote the usual R-action on T2 by translations with
slope a £ R. Then if (a„)Ben is a sequence of rationals such that an-► a,

n—»oo

a $ Q, then although Oan-► Oa, the ûq„ are never conjugate to aa (as, for

instance, the aQ„ are not ergodic while aa is). However we have the following
conjecture:

Main Conjecture 1.1 (Local rigidity of ergodic volume-preserving actions of
semisimple Lie groups of higher rank and their lattice subgroups on compact
manifolds). Let H be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and
such that the rank of each simple factor is at least two. Let Y c H be a
lattice subgroup (i.e., a discrete subgroup such that the //-space H/Y admits
a finite invariant measure). Assume that a £ sf(H, M) (or a £ sf(Y, M))
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is an ergodic action which preserves a volume. Then a sufficiently C1-small
perturbation a' of a is conjugate to a in Diff(M).

Local rigidity for the standard action of Y = SL(n, Z) c SL(n, R) on
T" (n > 4) has been recently proved by A. Katok and J. Lewis [6, Theorem
1.3, p. 2]. The example of the R-actions on the torus shows that local rigid-
ity depends crucially on the group structure and not on the "richness'* of the
//-invariant geometric structure (since both the aa„ and aa leave the flat metric
on T2 invariant).

The actions dealt with in the Main Conjecture will be referred to as actions
of type a. Canonical examples are obtained as follows: let G = YIG¡ be a finite
product where each G, is a connected noncompact simple Lie group with finite
center. Let r c G be a cocompact lattice subgroup such that the transitive
action of G on M = G/Y is irreducible (we recall that if M is a G-space
with finite invariant volume, then the (/-action is called irreducible if for every
noncentral normal subgroup N c G, N is ergodic on M). Let H be a
connected semisimple Lie group with finite center such that the rank of each
simple factor is at least two, and let h : H -» G be a homomorphism whose
image h(H) c G is closed and noncompact. By Moore's Ergodicity Theorem
[1, Theorem 2.2.15, p. 21] the //-action on M is ergodic, and thus of type a.

Statement of the main results. The Main Conjecture induces numerous "sta-
bility" properties for actions of type a. In particular if a £Sf(H, M) is of
type a, a C1-small perturbation a' of a, being conjugate to a, is also of type
a, and if we moreover assume that a preserves a G-structure <u then a' must
also preserve a G-structure of the same type. One might think of trying to prove
such a stability result with a> a Riemannian metric on M, but we recall that
the Lie algebra of a semisimple noncompact Lie group cannot be embedded into
the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group, so that a connected semisimple non-
compact Lie group H cannot act faithfully on M preserving a Riemannian
metric. However, natural situations arise where H preserves a foliation & on
M (i.e., H permutes the leaves of the foliation) and a Riemannian metric on
the leaves of this foliation: take for instance M = (H x G)/Y where G is a
connected semisimple noncompact Lie group with finite center and Y c H xG

is a cocompact lattice (the leaf through (h, g) is then (h, G) on which we
consider the //-invariant quotient of a right-invariant Riemannian metric on
G ). Such //-actions are moreover transverse to the foliation !7 (i.e., at each
m £ M we have TmM = Tm9~ + Tm(Hm) ). The following theorem is thus

clearly germane to the Main Conjecture, and one can actually show that it is
implied by it.

Main Theorem (Theorem 4.1.1). Let H be a connected semisimple Lie group
with finite center which can be realized as the R-points of an algebraic R-group
%? and such that the rank of each simple factor is at least two. Assume that
a£Sf(H,M) is an irreducible H-action which preserves a smooth volume v,
a foliation SF and a smooth Riemannian metric a> on T&'. Assume moreover
that a is transverse to &. Let a! be a sufficiently Cx -small perturbation of a
which is irreducible, which preserves a smooth volume v' and the foliation &.
Then for each integer 0 < r < oo there exists an a'-invariant C -Riemannian

metric on T9~.
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It would be nice to generalize this theorem to //-actions which are not nec-
essarily transverse to &. A partial result in this direction is the following:

Theorem 3.1.1. Assume that a£Sf(H,M) is an irreducible H-action (H sat-
isfies the hypotheses of the Main Theorem) which preserves a smooth volume v,
a foliation ¿7", and which leaves a continuous Riemannian metric a on T&
invariant. Let á be a sufficiently Cl-small perturbation of a which is irre-
ducible and &-preserving. Then a' leaves a measurable Riemannian metric on
T&~ o.e. invariant.

Though the Main Conjecture implies that the irreducibility (or ergodicity)
and the volume-preserving character of actions of type a should be stable under
small perturbations, as we have not succeeded proving such stability results,
we assumed in the Main Theorem that the small perturbation a' was both
irreducible and volume-preserving. However, in §2, we prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that H is a Kazhdan Lie group (e.g., H satisfies the
hypotheses of the Main Conjecturé) and that a £ sf(H,M) preserves some
probability p £Ma(M) (where Ma(M) denotes the set of measures on M which
are absolutely continuous with respect to one, and hence any, smooth volume).
Fix a smooth volume Vo on M, an c > 0, and let a' £ sí(H, M) be a
sufficiently C1 -small perturbation of a. Then:

(1)  a' preserves some probability p' £ Ma(M) satisfying

dp'     dp
dvo    dvo

<2e.
l,t>o

(2) If p is a smooth volume we can moreover insure that p' £ MS(M) (the
smooth probability class on M).

Our Main Theorem is an analog of Zimmer's Theorem [2, Theorem 10.1, p.
192] which deals with isometric actions of lattice subgroups Y c H on M.
Most of the material in this paper is part of my Ph.D. dissertation written at
the University of Chicago under the guidance of Professor Robert J. Zimmer. I
am grateful to him for suggesting this line of research and guiding my first steps
in the research process.

2. Rigidity of the volume-preserving character
of actions of type a

Throughout this section H denotes a Kazhdan Lie group. We recall the
corresponding definitions.

Definitions 2.1.

(1) Let H be a Lie group and (Y\,ßf) be a unitary representation of H
on some Hilbert space ßf. Let e > 0 and K c H a compact subset. A

unit vector f £ ßf is said to be (e , K)-invariant if \\Yl(h)f - f\\ < e
for each h£K.

(2) We say that II almost has invariant vectors if for all (e, K) there exists
an (c, K)-invariant unit vector.

(3) The group H is said to be Kazhdan if any unitary representation of H
which almost has invariant vectors actually has a nontrivial invariant

vector.
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Let Ma(M) denote the set of measures on M which are absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to one (and hence any) smooth volume, and let MS(M)
be the set of measures on M which are in the same measure class as smooth
volumes. As the Lie groups dealt with in the Main Conjecture 1.1 are Kazhdan
[1, Theorem 7.1.4, p. 130], the following theorem, which is our first stability
result, is clearly relevant to the Main Conjecture.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that H is a Kazhdan Lie group and that a£sf(H, M)
preserves some probability p £ Ma(M). Fix a smooth volume vQ and e > 0.
Let a! £Sf(H, M) be a sufficiently Ó-small perturbation of a. Then:

(1)  a! preserves some probability p' £ Ma(M) satisfying

\dp'    dp
dvo    dvo

<2e.
l,t>0

(2) If we moreover assume that p is a smooth probability volume we can
moreover insure that p' £ MS(M).

We first construct a unitary representation IT$ : H —* U(L20(M)) : the H-

action a' on M induces an //-action on Ma(M) defined by

(a'(h, p))(A) = p(a'(h~i ,A)),       AcM.

By the Radon-Nikodym Theorem the map O„0 : Ma(M) -* L^+(M) = {f £

L20(M) | / > 0} defined by p •-» (J¿),/2 is a bijection so that the //-action a'

on M also yields through this bijection an //-action on Ll¿+(M) • In order to

find an explicit formula for this action we need to express (d(> J^^)'/2 as a

function of ( j£)1/2. We have

d(a'(h,p))       _ dp    .     ,   myd(a'(h,vo))
dvo      (m) " dVo{a {h    ' m))      dvo      {m)

and thus introduce the smooth strictly positive function

w,m)=p^»(m))"2

and define the representation 1~Ç? : H —» U(L20(M)) of H on L20(M) by

setting
(ir?(A)/)(m) = f(a'(h~l, m))Jva?(h, m).

By construction the representation FÇ? is unitary, p £ Ma(M) is a'-invariant

if and only if (j£),/2 € L20(M) is FÇî-invariant, and conversely, as J$ > 0,

if f £ L20(M) is. rÇî-invariant then |/| is also ICí-invariant and thus p =

/^Wo/ll/lli.uo is J*0 a'-invariant probability on M.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let / = (j£)1/2 be the ^"-invariant function in

L2a(M) associated to the c-invariant probability ^,let (a„)„çK be a sequence

of //-actions which converge to a in the topology of C1-uniform convergence
on compact subsets of H, and let (YY£ )„€n be the associated sequence of uni-

tary representations on L^M).
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We first prove (1), namely that for n large enough there exist YiZ°n-invariant

unit functions f„ in L20(M) which satisfy \\f„ - f\\2tV<¡ < e (as indeed if

we then set pn = fiv0 we do have ||^ - ^||,,„0 = ¡M\ft - P\dv0 =

JM\fn + f\\fn - f\dv0 < \\f„ + f\\2,Vo\\f„ - f\\2,Vo < 2e ). It is well known
that the definition of a Kazhdan group can be reformulated as follows.

Lemma 23 [5, Proposition 16, p. 15]. There exist a compact subset Ko C H
(depending only on H) and a S > 0 (depending only on e and H) such that
for any unitary representation (Tl, ßf) of H on a Hubert space %? and given
any (6, Ko)-invariant unit vector f £%? there exists an H-invariant unit vector

g£ßf with \\g - f\\ < e.

Let ó > 0 and Ko c H as in Lemma 2.3: it is enough, by this lemma, to
show that / is a (6, Ko) - YQ,-invariant vector for n large enough. But if we
set

A= sup        JaH'(h,m)
lmeM,n€ti,h€K0]     "

we have:

TC(*)/-/Ha,* = II [IW - n?(A)]/||2ft,
< ¿||/(aB(/r V)) -/(a(/^ .))||2,^

which converges uniformly on Kq to 0. This proves (1).
In order to prove (2) we can assume without loss of generality that p = vq

(so that the asociated nS°-invariant function in L^M) is / = 1, and J%° =
1). There exists an integer no such that for all n > n0 and all h £ Ko,

\\TQ(h)l - l||2ttb = ||JJ(A, .)1 - l||2,vo < \\JS(h, ■) - 111» < S (the compact
Ko C H and S > 0 are again yielded by Lemma 2.3).

From now on we fix such an integer n > n0 and show that there exists an
a„-invariant p„ £ MS(M).

Again let g be the IT¿J-invariant function in L20(M) satisfying ||c?-l||2,vo

< e yielded by Lemma 2.3. By replacing g by \g\ we can assume without
loss of generality that g > 0. We would like to have the additional property

g > 0. Set Zg - {m £ M \ g(m) = 0}. As J£ > 0, Zg is ¿.„-invariant. As
lié* - l||2,«o < e > necessarily vo(Zg) < e2. If vo(Zg) = 0 we are done. Assume
thus that Zg is not a null set. We can then consider the "restricted representa-

tion" YV£n : H x L2,(Zg) —» L\,(Zg) which is unitary (we set v' = vo/vo(Zg) ).

But 1 is again a (S, Ko) - IT^-invariant vector so that there exists a unit gx £

L2,(Zg) which is n^-invariant and such that v'(Zgi) < e2, i.e., v0(Zgl) < e4
and Hi-glib,*' <€• Proceed then inductively: we obtain a decreasing sequence

of measurable sets Zg D Zgl D Zg2 D ... D Zgk D ... such that v(Zgk) < e2*
together with a sequence of functions ( M, g), (Zg, gx ), (Zgt, g2),.... Extend
g¡ on M by 0 and set <f> = g + £ï° ¿?* • By construction <f> is IT¿Ü -invariant,

<f> £ L20(M), \\<f> - 1||2,„0 < 2e, and <j> > 0. Thus p„ = <¿2t;o e MS(M) is an
¿{„-invariant probability which is solution of our problem,   a

We end this section with an example of a non-Kazhdan Lie group for which
the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 fails: let H = (R%, x), let M = S2 c R3 be

the 2-sphere and a: H xS2 -> S2 be the natural //-action on S2 induced by
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the rotation of R3 around the vertical axis with angle In h, which preserves
the canonical volume of S2. For any A > 0 let &n be the diffeomorphism
of S2 that fixes the poles and which, viewed in the chart of the stereographic
projection through the North pole (resp. the South pole) is a homothety of ratio
A (resp.  1/A) and set

a*(A) = <PAi/*°*bA-

Though the sequence of //-actions a* converges to a in the topology of C°°-
uniform convergence on compact subsets of H, it is easy to see that none of
the Ok leaves a measure in Ma(M) invariant.

3. Rigidity of the measurable metric preserving
character of actions of type ¿i

3.1. Introduction. In this section we prove a stability result by applying the
Supenigidity Theorem for Cocycles (Theorem 3.3.3), for which we need to
assume that H = %£ where ßf is a connected semisimple algebraic R-group
such that each simple factor has R-rank at least 2: from now on we make this
additional assumption on H. We recall that if H satisfies the hypotheses of
the Main Conjecture and is moreover center-free, then this additional assertion
is redundant. As we said in the introduction, natural situations arise where
such groups H act on a compact manifold M preserving a foliation and a
Riemannian metric on the leaves of this foliation:

Theorem 3.1.1. Assume that H = ß$ where ßf is a connected semisimple
algebraic R-group such that each simple factor has R-rank at least 2. Let a e
s/(H, M) be an irreducible H-action which preserves a smooth volume v, a
foliation y, and which leaves a continuous Riemannian metric to on T!?
invariant. Let a' be a sufficiently C1 -small perturbation of a which is irreducible
and &-preserving. Then a' leaves a measurable Riemannian metric on T&~
o.e. invariant.

As Theorem 2.2 asserts that if a' is a sufficiently C1-small perturbation of
a, then there exists an a'-invariant p' £ MS(M), we can assume without loss
of generality that the perturbed action a' we consider leave some p' £ MS(M)
(depending on a' ) invariant. From now on we furthermore tacitly assume that
the H-actions considered are irreducible and &~-preserving.

3.2. The algebraic hull of the ergodic //-action a!. We will assume that the
reader is familiar with the machinery of cocycles applied to measurable reduc-
tions of principal bundles as exposed, for instance, in [3, §2, pp. 251-256]. Set
d = dim(Af) and p = dim(^"). Let P be the GL(p)-principal fiber bundle of
the frames of y. As the //"-action a' on M is assumed to be ^-preserving, it
lifts to an //-action on P by principal fiber bundle automorphisms, and as the
//-action a' on M is assumed to be ergodic, one can canonically attach to a'
an algebraic subgroup of GL(p) called the algebraic hull of the H-action a' : let
s: M -* P be a measurable section of P and let <P : M x GL(p) —<• P denote
the corresponding measurable trivialization (defined by <P(m, g) = s(m)g ). As
H acts on P by principal bundle automorphisms we can describe the //-action
on P in the trivialization <P by the cocycle a : H x M —► GL(p) (defined by
A.O(m, g) = <P(Am, a(h, m)g) ).
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Theorem 3.2.1 (algebraic hull of a cocycle) [3, Theorem 4.1, p. 260]. Let a :
H x M -» GL(p) be a cocycle. Then,

(1) There exists an algebraic R-group J? c GL(p, C) such that a is equiv-
alent to a cocycle taking values in L = .21 but a is not equivalent to
a cocycle taking values in a proper subgroup of L of the form M = Jk
where Jt is also an algebraic R-group.

(2) L is unique up to conjugacy. The conjugacy class of L (or by abuse of
language L or 5?) is called the algebraic hull of the cocycle a.

(3) If a ~ ß where ß(HxM) c L' and U = 5% where 3" is an algebraic
R-group then L' contains a conjugate of L.

Remark. Since a' canonically defines an equivalence class of cocycles, it does
make sense to speak of the algebraic hull of the H-action a!. We will also use
the following results:

Theorem 3.2.2.

(1) [3, §2] There exists an a.e. a'-invariant measurable metric on T& if
and only if L is compact.

(2) [4, Theorem 1.1, p. 375] L is a reductive group with compact center
(this uses essentially the hypotheses we made on H).

3.3. //-actions with noncompact algebraic hulls. Fix a continuous Riemannian

metric CD on M such that ü>\T9- = o) (co is the continuous a-invariant Rie-
mannian metric on T& ). By abuse of notation we will write © = ew and we
denote by || || the associated norm on TM. In this section we fix an //-action
a' on M with noncompact algebraic hull (which preserves some p' £ MS(M)
with respect to which the action is irreducible) and prove

Theorem 33.1. There exist an ho £ H and a k > 1, both independent of the
fixed action considered (with noncompact algebraic hull), a C > 0 and a vector
v £ T&~, such that for infinitely many integers n we have \\h^v\\ > CXn.

Let L = .2r be the algebraic hull of the //-action on P. There exists a

trivialization <P0 : M x GL(p) -» P of P (corresponding to the measurable
section so(m) = Oo(m, e) ) in which the action is described by the cocycle
a: H x M -* L. From now on we will work in this trivialization.

Lemma 3.3.2. There exists a finite irreducible extension p : M —► M (i.e., all

fibers are of a fixed finite cardinality), a nontrivial homomorphism p : H -*

(-2"°)r (where (H, n) denotes the universal covering of H), a compact normal

subgroup K < (-2"0)r , a measurable map <P : M -» (-5"°)i>, and a map ¥ :

H x M -» K, such that for all h £ H and any h £ H satisfying n(h) = A, we
have

a(h,m)=<p-\hm)p(h)<P(myV(h, m)

for o.e. m £ M and any rfi£ M such that p(m) = m.

Proof. By [1, Proposition 9.2.6, p. 168] there exists a finite irreducible extension

p : M -» M such that the cocycle defined by

5(A, m) = a(h, p(m))
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has algebraic hull (^°)r . As (^°)r c L has finite index and L is assumed to
be noncompact, (¿"°)r is noncompact. As Z(L) — (Z(^))R is compact (by

(2) of Theorem 3.2.2), Z((^0)r) is compact. As £? is a reductive algebraic
R-group (by (2) of Theorem 3.2.2), ¿¿?° is a connected reductive algebraic R-
group so that we can write

&°/Z(3*)=£îx&

where both 3[ and ¿/?2 are connected center-free semisimple algebraic R-
groups such that Lx - (.21 )r is a compact semisimple Lie group, .23 = .5*5 x
• ■■ x&n where each «2? is a connected simple center-free algebraic R-group
such that each S¡ = (<5*/)r is a simple, center-free noncompact Lie group. Let
q and <?, be the canonical homomorphisms of R-group defined over R,

q:&*-*S?*/Z(S?*)-+S?2,       qn^^tf,

and set

5,; = q,; o ¿/ o 5 : H x M —» 5,.

The cocycle S, is not equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a proper subgroup
of the form G, = (£})r where £¿ c «2? is an algebraic R-subgroup (otherwise
a would be equivalent to a cocycle taking values in [(q¡ o q)~l(&i)]n where

(q¡ ° o)~l(&i) C -270 is a proper algebraic R-subgroup, which is impossible as
(-2"0)R is the algebraic hull of the cocycle 5 ), so that we can apply the following

theorem with 5" = «2? and ß = 5,; :

3.3.3. Superrigidity Theorem for Cocycles [1, Theorem 5.2.5, p. 98]. Suppose
that ßf is a connected semisimple algebraic R-group such that R- rank(//) > 2

and H = ß@ has no compact factors. Suppose that M is an irreducible H-
space with a finite invariant measure p. Let S? bea connectedsimple algebraic

R-group, set S = S%. and suppose that ß : H x M -» S is a cocycle such that
ß is not equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a subgroup G = (^)r where
& cS" isa proper algebraic R-subgroup. Then if S is not compact, there exists
a rational homomorphism of R-groups p : ßf -» «2" defined over R and such
that ß ~ ap\H where a„\H(h, m) = />|//(A).

Thus for each i = 1,..., n there exists a rational homomorphism of R-

groups pi'.ßf ' -* S^i defined over R and a measurable 0, : M -+ S¡ such that

for all A £ H we have q,(A, m) = 0"1 (hm)p¡\n(h)<f>i(m) for a.e. in £ M.

Equivalently there exists a measurable <j> : M -* L2 and a rational homomor-
phism of R-groups p : ßf -* -S^ defined over R such that for all h £ H we
have

qoâ(h,m) = <j)~l(hm)p\H(h)4>(m)   fora.e. m£M

where p\u '■ H = ß?£ —» L\ (as we assume H is connected). Let dp : f) —» I2
denote the Lie algebra homomorphism corresponding to p\H and let ( be the
Lie algebra of (-S"°)r . As h is semisimple we can lift dp to dp :\j -* I and

thus there exists a homomorphism of Lie groups p:H —» (S?Q)\\ corresponding

to dp : f) -» I and covering /*!# :H -* L^. Fix r : L^ -♦ (^°)R a measurable
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section of q and set <p = r o </>. The following diagram commutes:

H —Ï-* (.2*>)R

•1        !•

Let K < (-2"% be the normal Lie subgroup K = q~x(e). The compactness of

Lx and (Z(-§"°))R implies that K is compact. Let h £ H such that 71(h) = A.

As q(a) = ç/(6) & a = bk for some k £ K and ç/(i>-1(Am)p(Â)0(ni)) =

0-1(Am)^|/,-(A)^(f7.) = ¿/ o 5(A, m) we have, for all A e //,

5(A, m) = «-'(Aw^iAWw^A, w)

for a.e. m£ M and for some *¥ : H x M -* K. Clearly /> cannot be trivial
(otherwise 5 and thus a would be equivalent to the cocycle *F(A, m) which
takes its values in K which is compact so that the algebraic hull of the //-action
L would be compact). As a(A, m) — 5(A, m) we are done.   D

At each m e M the measurable section so : M -* P defines a canonical
linear isomorphism So(m) : Rp -* Tm^. Let || ||RP denote the usual norm on
Rp and % : T&~ -+ M be the canonical projection. The following lemma is an
easy exercise.

Lemma 33.4. There exists a measurable Âc M with p(A)>0 and a C > 0

satisfying.

(1) ||v|| > C ||ab(*(»))*t;||if for all v £ n-l(p(A)) (where p:M-+M is
the finite irreducible extension introduced in Lemma 3.3.2),

(2) 4»(ii) c K' for some compact K! c L (where i> is the map introduced
in Lemma 3.3.2).

Lemma 33.5 (Poincaré recurrence) [1, Lemma 9.1.5, p. 165]. Let (X, u) be
an H-space and assume that p is H-invariant. Fix h £ H and A c X such
that p(A) # 0. Then for almost all x £A, hnx £ A for infinitely many positive

n.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Let n = p : H — (^°)R clc GL(p) be the canonical

representation of H on Rp associated to p. As H is a simply connected
semisimple Lie group such that the rank of each simple factor is greater than

1 (positive would actually be enough for what follows), there exists an ho £ H

and a X > 1, both depending only on H, a £ € Rp and a ß £ R with \ß\ > k

such that p(ho)Ç = ß£. Let Ao = n(ho) and let Âc M as in Lemma 3.3.4. By

Lemma 3.3.5 we can pick an m € Ai such that Agm € À for infinitely many

integers n and the following diagram commutes (again set m — p(m) ):

So(m)*     -►    Is0(h0m)^      -*     1so(hlm)y      -*     yio(*>r

io(»0 U)(Ao»«) U)('io'") U>(*o»')

p a(/io,w)| Rp o(^,<iom) jjp afo.Agnp ^p
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Set v = so(m)m((<P(m))-lÇ) £ Tm& where <P : M — L c GL(p) is the map
introduced in Lemma 3.3.2. By Lemma 3.3.2 we have

So(hSmy(hSv) = a(h5,m)((<S>(m))-lÇ)

= kn{<P(fiSm))-lp(h5)i = IcpWm))-1 ß*Z

for some sequence (k„)„efi of elements of K (we recall that K < (-S^r ). By
Lemma 3.3.4 this implies that for infinitely many integers n we have

||A£v|| > C'||A„(<D(A3m))-1^llR" > C\ß\*

for some constant C > 0 and thus that for those integers we have ||Agv|| >
Ckn.   0

3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof goes by contradiction: assume that there
exists a sequence {ak)k€N of //-actions on M with noncompact algebraic hulls
which converges to a in the C1-topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets of H. Let ho £ H and k > 1 be yielded by Theorem 3.3.1 and fix
y £ R such that 1 < y < k.

As the sequence {ak)k€fi converges to a and as a preserves the continuous
norm ||       ||, there exists an integer ko € N such that

(*) k>ko=>foTaüv£TP,    ||Ofc(Ao,t;)||<y||»||.

We now fix an integer k > ko : by Theorem 3.3.1 there exist a C > 0 and
a v £ T& (which we can assume to be unitary) such that for infinitely many
integers n we have

(•*) H«*(Ag,t;)||>CAB.

But by ( * ) we have ||û;t(Ag, t>)|| < 7" » so that by combining ( * ) and ( ** ) we
get 0 < C < (J)" for infinitely many integers n, which is impossible.   D

4. The main theorem

4.1. Introduction. We now assume that the original //-action a on M leaves
a smooth Riemannian metric w on T&~ invariant. Let a' be a sufficiently
C°°-small perturbation of a. In this section we prove the existence, for each
integer r, of an a'-invariant C-Riemannian metric on T!F. We will need the
additional assumption that the original //-action a is transverse to the foliation
y, namely that at each m £ M we have Tm^ + Tm(Hm) = TmM.

4.1.1. Main Theorem. Let H be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite
center which can be realized as the R-points of an algebraic R-group ßf and such
that the rank of each simple factor is at least two. Assume that a£s/(H, M) is
an irreducible H-action which preserves a smooth volume v, a foliation &, and
a smooth Riemannian metric to on T&~. Assume moreover that a is transverse
to !7'. Let a! be a sufficiently C°°-small perturbation of a which is irreducible,
which preserves a smooth volume v' and the foliation &. Then for each integer
0 < r < oo there exists an a'-invariant C -Riemannian metric on T9~.

By Theorem 3.1.1, if a' is a sufficiently C1-small perturbation of a, then a!
leaves a measurable Riemannian metric on T.¥ a.e. invariant; it is moreover
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easy to see that the transversality of a implies the transversality of C-nearby
actions: from now on a' will denote an irreducible H-action on M which pre-
serves the foliation SF', a smooth volume v' (depending on a'), and which is
contained in a sufficiently small C1 -neighbourhood of a so that it is transverse
to SF and leaves a measurable Riemannian metric on TSF o.e. invariant.

Sketch of the proof of the Main Theorem. In §§4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 we build the
machinery needed to show that if the perturbation a' is sufficiently C°°-close

to a, then for each integer r there exists a nontrivial a'-invariant function
in L2(P) n Cr(P) (wherejagain P denotes the GL(p)-bundle of the frames

of the foliation SF and a' denotes the //-action on P by principle bundle
automorphisms induced by the //-action a' on M). In §4.5 we show how
the existence of such a function on P implies the existence of an ¿{'-invariant
Cr-Riemannian metric on TSF.

Remark. As §§4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 mimic §§2, 4, and 8 of [2] we adopt a terse style
and refer the reader to Professor Zimmer's original paper for details or proofs.
However, the techniques involved in §4.5 differ significantly from the ones in
[2] (which are inapplicable here as we do not have compactness of the isometry
group Is(Af, of) ): we develop them in full details.

4.2.   The metrics œk and n'k on the vector bandies J^(P ,R).    Let P =

F(SF) denote the GL(p)-bundle of frames of the foliation !F, n the pro-
jection P -* M, and let 3¡ denote the p-dimensional integrable distribu-
tion on M which yields the foliation SF. If u £ P and m = n(u), define

&u = it~l(&m) c TU(P). This yields a (p + p2)-dimensional distribution 31

on P which is GL(p)-invariant and integrable: let & denote the correspond-
ing GL(p)-invariant foliation. It is easy to see that an //-action on M which
is transverse to 9" (and ^"-preserving) lifts to an //-action on P transverse

to S? (and ^-preserving). Let Met(ry) -» M and Met(7#) -» P denote

the bundles whose sections are smooth Riemannian metrics on TSf and TS?
respectively. The following proposition enables us to lift metrics on TSF to

metrics on TSF \

Proposition 4.2.1. There exists a natural bundle map from Met(TSF) into

Met(TSF) sending i to l such that

(1) the Riemannian metric £ is GL(p)-invariant,

(2) the map £ •-» <f is continuous, where Mct(TSF) has the topology of Cl-

uniform convergence on compact sets and Met(7y) has the topology of

C'-1 -uniform convergence on compact sets (I > 1),

(3) // <P : M —» M is an S? -preserving diffeomorphism and O denotes the

corresponding automorphism of P then 4>*(<i) = (Ô)*(£).

Proof. Take inspiration from [2, bottom of page 160 and top of page 161].

For each integer k, let Jk~(P, R) -* P denote the vector bundle of A-jets

of smooth real valued functions on P in the direction of SF, i.e., 3k~(P, R) =

C°°(P, R)/ ~ where C°°(P, R) denotes the space of smooth real-valued func-
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tionson P and

f~g&h(u) = 0,    h'\T^ = 0,...,iï\^ = 0  where A = f-g,

and let Met(/|:(P, R)) -* P denote the bundle whose sections are smooth

Riemannian metrics on /~(P, R) • The foUowing proposition holds:

Proposition 4.2.2. There is a natural map from MetTSF) into Met(/^(P,R))

sending £ to ¿J¿ with the following properties:

(1) If G> is an SF-preserving diffeomorphim of M and £ £ Mest(TSF) then

(fr(t))k = (*rk[zk].
(2) For any / > A the map is continuous where Met (TSF) has the topology

of Cl-uniform convergence on compact sets and Met(/|;(P, R)) has the

topology of Cl~k-uniform convergence on compact sets.

Proof. Take inspiration from the proof of [2, Proposition 2.5, p. 162].

Let 03 denote the smooth ¿{-invariant Riemannian metric on TJ7. By

Proposition 4.2.1 co yields a smooth Riemannian metric <b on TSF which
is both GL(p)- and ä-invariant, and which in turn, by Proposition 4.2.2, yields
for each integer k a smooth Riemannian metric cok on the vector bundle
ji.(P, R) which is both GL(p)- and ¿{-invariant.

We now see that the existence of a measurable Riemannian metric on TSF
which is a.e. invariant under the perturbed action a' implies the existence, for
each integer k, of a measurable Riemannian metric rj'k on Jk~(P, R) which is

both GL(/7)-invariant and a.e. a'-invariant.
We first give a new construction of J~(P, R) as a balanced product: let

G(p + p2) be the group of germs at 0 € R?+p2 of local diffeomorphisms of

Rp+p2 fixing 0. For k > 1, let Gk(p+p2) be the normal subgroup consisting of
diffeomorphisms that agree with the identity up to order k and let GL(p+p2)(k)

be the quotient G(p+p2)/Gk(p+p2). Let Jk(Rp+p2, 0, R) be the vector space

of A-jets at 0 of smooth R-valued functions on Rp+pl. If <t> £ GL(p +p2)(k)

and / G Jk(Rp+p2, 0, R) then (<f>, f) »♦ /o <j>~1 defines a faithful left linear

action of GL(p +p2)W on /*(R'+'2, 0, R). Let pi? -> P be the bundle of

A-jets along the leaves of SF of local diffeomorphisms of P (an element of
the fiber over u £ P is a class of local diffeomorphisms of P fixing u which

derivatives restricted to Du = TUSF agree up to order k ): it is a principal
GL(p + p2)M fiber bundle and we have

Jk~(P, R) = Pf xGL{p+p2yk) Jk(RP+p2, 0, R).

Proposition 4.23.

(1) Let a(*'  be a cocycle corresponding to a measurable trivialization of

P(~' -» P and the H-action on P(i) induced by ¿?, and let a be the

cocycle corresponding to a' and the associated trivialization of P -* M.
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As a is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of
GL(p), a(fc) is also equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact
subgroup of GL(p +p2Yk) : thus, for each integer k, there exists a mea-

surable Riemannian metric T'k on J~(P, R) which is o.e. a'-invariant.

(2) If there exists such a measurable a.e.   a'-invariant Riemannian metric

Vk on J~(P, R), then there exists a measurable Riemannian metric rj'k

on J~(P, R) which is both GL(p)-invariant and a.e. a'-invariant.

Proof. (1) follows from [2, Proposition 4.7, p. 173] and (2) follows from [2,
Corollary 4.13, p. 176].

4.3. The volume v' and the Sobolev spaces L'¿k~ (P,R).   The a'-invariant
f'i'k

smooth volume v' on M together with Haar measure p on GL(p) (which

is unimodular) yields a smooth volume v' on P which is both GL(p)- and

a'-invariant.
Each / G C°°(P, R) defines a A-jet extension jk~(f) £C°°(P, Jk~(P, R)).

Let tj'k be the a.e.  â'-invariant measurable Riemannian metric on the vector

bundle J~(P, R)-* P obtained in §4.2 and set

C°°(P, R)£*   = {f£ C°°(P, R) | U\(f)x\ e U~(P)}.
\s,k   „ / f c r°°ip \9\ i h A

>\

The set C°°(P, R)J^_ with the norm
?,n'k

"tfa-GioW*)
Its

is a normed linear vector space whose completion we denote by U^„ (P, R). If
f'i'k

the Riemannian metric Tj't is only measurable we might have L^*_ (P, R) = 0.
9-,n'k

But if rj'k is smooth we clearly have £*-*_ (P, R) D C?°(P, R), the smooth
r,i'k

compactly supported functions on P. We are going to see that, provided tj'k
satisfies some integrability conditions with respect to the smooth metric o>k,
this inclusion also holds, together with a Sobolev-embedding type theorem. We
first introduce the following definitions:

Definition 43.1. Let V be a real vector space and let n, Ç £ Inn(F). Set
M(n/Ç) = max{||;c||, | ||jc||{ = 1}. If E -» P is a vector bundle and n, Ç are
measurable metrics on E, then let M(n/Z) :-» R be the measurable function
denned by M(n/Ç)(u) = M(nu/iu).

We know that there exists an atlas si = (ha)0€{i,...,i} °n A/ whose charts
ha'.Ua-* M trivialize S?. To this atlas corresponds the atlas

■tf'» (£)«€{!,...,.>

of P whose charts ha:Uax GL(p) -* P trivialize 9~.
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Definition 43.2. Let / : Pj-+ R be a function on P. We will say that f is

CT-for-almost-every-leaf-of-SF if in each chart of the atlas si and for almost
every x £ n2(Ua) c R* (where q = d -p is the codimension of the foliation

SF) the function /o A<,(., x,.) is Cr.

We then have the following proposition:

Proposition 433.

(1) If M(rj'k/â>k) £ I4(P). then C?(P, R) C l£*~,(/\ *).

(2) // M(ù>k/rj'k) £ L&.P), then I2/  (P, R) c ¿L**_      (P, R).
^. 1k & , 0>lc , lOC

(3) // / € lU*.     (P, R) and k>r+dim(y ), then f is C'-for-almost-
!f , <ok, loc

every-leaf-of-SF.

(A) Assume that f : P —► R is C-for-almost-every-leaf-of-SF.   If f is
moreover a'-invariant then f e C(P).

Proof. For (1) and (2) take inspiration from [2, Lemma 2.8, p. 164]. To prove
(3) apply Fubini's Theorem and the classical Sobolev Embedding Theorem in

the charts of the atlas si , and to prove (4) use the a'-invariance of / together

with the transversality of the //-action a' on P to the foliation y.

We now show that the integrability conditions of Proposition 4.3.3 (namely

that M(tj'k/(ûk) and M(ójk/fj'k) Dotn belong to L2oc(P) ) are realized provided
that the perturbed action a' is C°°-close to a :

Proposition 43.4. If a' is a sufficiently C°°-small perturbation of a then for
each integer k, M(rj'k/œk) and M(S)k/fi'k) both belong to Lf^P).

Proof. In order to insure that M(rj'k/cbk) belongs to L20C(P) we will examine

the growth of this function along a'-orbits and show that this can be converted
into the desired integrability property by an application of Kazhdan's property.
We first make the following remark: if rj'k and öjk are both GL(p)-invariant,
then M(rj'k/(ok) can be considered as a function on M so that in order to

show that this function, considered as a function on P, belongs to ¿^(P),

it is enough to show that, considered as a function on M, it is in L2,(M).

Furthermore, as rj'k is a'-invariant, then for each h £ H and a.e. m £ M we
have

M(r¡'k/(bk)(hm) = M(h*ij'k/h*â>k)(m)

< M(h*n'kl<5-k)(m)M(<bklh*<bk)(m)

= M(tj'k/ÓJk)(m)M(ó7k/h'a>k)(m).

Thus the growth of M(rj'k/œk)(m) along the a'-orbit Hm is governed by the
growth of ||A/(ce>jt/A*c5^)||00 (we recall that at is smooth) along the same orbit.
The following proposition is then clearly germane:

Proposition43.5 [2, Theorem 8.1, p. 187]. Assume that H isaKazhdangroup.
Then there exist a compact subset KqC H and a constant Co > 1 (depending
only on the group H) satisfying the following property, whenever H acts ergod-
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ically on a probability space (X, p) preserving p, any measurable f : X -» R

which satisfies, for all h £ K, |/(Ajc)| < Co|/(x)| for a.e.  x £ X, belongs to

Ll(X).

Thus by Proposition 4.3.5 to insure that M(tj'k/œk) £ L2,(M) it is enough to

insure that for all h £ Kq, \\M(œk/h*œk)\\oo < Co. But by (2) of Proposition
4.2.1 and (2) of Proposition 4.2.2 ||A/(c<>fc/A*u>jt)lloo will be uniformly close to
1 for all h£K0 provided that a' is a Ck+l -small perturbation of a.

A similar argument holds for \\M(cók/TJk)\\oo •   n

4.4. The a'-invariant functions Fk £ L~ ~ (P, R).   From now on we always
P,v'k

assume that a' is a sufficiently C°° -small perturbation of a so that if A and r

are integers such that k > r + dim(y), we have C?°(P, R) c L1^ (P, R)
P,n'k

and L2-:*L(P,R) c L~*~     (P,R) C CT(P).   We can moreover assume
■^.ij y,(ok,\oc

that the Riemannian metric rj'k agrees with the standard metric on the nat-

urally split trivial bundle J°~(P, R) C Jk~(P, R) so that Hflfe*    < ||/||2 ~,

for all f £ C^°(P, R). By extending the identity on the subspace of smooth
compactly supported functions we obtain canonical continuous injections ik :

L2/_ (P, R) c- L2~(P) n C(P) such that H^lop < 1.

Proposition 4.4.1. For each integer k, the existence of a measurable Riemannian

metric ¡j'k on the vector bundle 7^(P, R) which is both GL(p)- and a'-invariant

and which moreover satisfies M(rj'k/ci>k) £ L^P) implies the existence of a

nonzero a'-invariant Fk £ L~*L (P, R).

Proof. We first show that there exists a nonzero a'-invariant / e L*L(P) : let

O : M x GL(p) -♦ P be a measurable trivialisation of P such that the cor-
responding cocycle a : H x M —» GL(p) satisfies a(H x M) c K where

K c GL(p) is a compact subgroup (such a trivialization exists as a' leaves
a measurable metric on TSf a.e. invariant). It therefore suffices to see that
there exists a nonzero f £ L2(Mx GL(p)) which is //-invariant under the ac-

tion h.(m, g) = (h.m, a(h, m)g). But clearly, if <f> £ L2(GL(p)) is a nonzero
left-if-invariant function, then f(m, g) = <f>(g) is such a function.

Let i* : L2-i*L (P, R) -» L~(P) denote the canonical inclusion.  Since rj'k

and v' are a'-invariant the //-action a' on P induces unitary representations

of H on L2~i*L(P,R) and L2~(P) respectively. Clearly ik(h.f) = h.ik(f),
?,n'k v'

i.e., ifc is an intertwining operator between these two unitary representations.

Let (ik)* : (L2~(P))* — (L2^_ (P, R))* denote as usual the dual map of ik,

and let dk : (L^?(P,R))* '- L2/~t(P,R) and d : {L2~(P))' - L2~(P)

denote respectively the canonical maps identifying L~fc~ (P, R) and L\(P)

with their duals.
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L%(P'R) Li'{P)

h 4
{L%k~,(P,R)T <^- (Ll+P))*

The map *F¿ = o* o i*k ° d~l also intertwines the two unitary representations of

H so that if / € Ll(P) is //-invariant, Vk(f) € L2~*~ (P, R) will also be //-
v f,n'k

invariant. Since ik(Lh.k„ (P, R)) contains CC°°(P,R) (by (1) of Proposition
r,n'k

4.3.3) it is dense in L~(P) and thus (ik)* is injective.  Thus the function

Fk = ¥k(f) e L2-i*~(P, R) (where / £ L2~(P) is the nonzero //-invariant
P'i'k v

function obtained before) is nonzero and //-invariant.   D

4.5. Proof of the Main Theorem. Let a' be a sufficiently C°°-small pertur-
bation of a and fix an integer A. In §4.2 we have proved the existence of a
measurable Riemannian metric rfk on the vector bundle /t(P, R) -> P which

is both GL(p)- and a'-invariant, and the existence of a smooth Riemannian
metric a>k on the same vector bundle which is both GL(p)- and à-invariant.
By Proposition 4.3.4 the metric rj'k necessarily satisfies the integrability condi-
tions (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.3.3 (with respect to the smooth metric cok )■

From now on we fix such a perturbation a' and two integers k and r such

that r > 1 and k> r + dim(y).

By Proposition 4.4.1 there exists a nonzero a'-invariant Fk £ L~fe~ (P, R)
& >i'k

which, by Proposition 4.3.3, belongs to C(P). Our Main Theorem 4.1.1 thus
clearly follows from the following proposition:

■2,k

the existence of an a'-invariant C-Riemannian metric on TS?

Proposition 4.5.1. The existence of such an Fk £ L~k~ (P, R) n C(P) implies
sr,nk

We recall the latter is equivalent to the existence of a compact subgroup
K c GL(p) and an a'-invariant C cross-section a' : M -» P/K of the natural
projection P/K -» Af.

Lemma 4.5.2. Assume that f £ Cr(P)nLl(P) (respectively f £ Cr(P)nLl~(P))

is nonzero and a'-invariant. Set Pm = n~l(m) and fm = f\Pm. Then

(1) fm £ L2(Pm) (respectively Ll(Pm)) for all m£M.
(2) Let n denote the left regular representation of GL(p) on L2(GL(p))

(respectively on Ll(GL(p))) and set W = {m £ M \ fm # 0}. Then
W is an open H-invariant conull set and there exists k £ Cr(GL(p)) n
L2(GL(p)) (respectively CT(GL(p))C\Lx(GL(p))) such that in any triv-
ialization of P and for all m£W we have fm e ïl(GL(p))(k).

Proof. We will prove Lemma 4.5.2 for / e L2~(P), the proof for / e L\(P)

being identical. Fix <P: M x GL(p) -»Pa measurable trivialization of P and
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let a : H x M -* GL(p) be the cocycle corresponding to the //-action a' on P
and the trivialization 4>. We can then look upon / as a measurable function
on M x GL(p), and fm as a Cr-function on GL(p). As / is //-invariant,
for all m£M, g £ GL(p) and A € H we have

/(<ï>(m, g)) - f(h<P(m, g)) = f(<t>(hm, a(h, m)g))

and thus

( * ) /(<D(Am,.)) = n(a(A, m))[/(*(m,.))].

Set Wx = {m £ M | fm £ L2(Pm)} and let ß : Wx -+ L2(GL(p)) be
the map m ~ /(<D(m,.)). Let q : L2(GL(p)) - L2(GL(p))/GL(p) be the
canonical projection associated to the left regular representation of GL(p) on

L2(GL(p)) and define f : M-> L2(GL(p))/GL(p) byf = qoß. By Fubini
Wx is conull. By (*) Wx is //-invariant and for all A € H we have /(Am) =

/(m) a.e. in Wi . As the //-action a! on Af is assumed to be ergodic, by [1,
Proposition 2.1.11, p. 11] the function is constant a.e. on Wx provided that
the space L2(GL(p))/GL(p) is countably separated:

Claim 1. The space L2(GL(p))/GL(p) is countably separated.
Proof. By [1, Proposition 2.1.14, p. 12], Claim 1 is equivalent to saying that

each GL(p)-OToit in L2(GL(p)) is locally closed. In fact, for any lese group
G, any G-orbit in L2(G) is closed.

Thus there exists k £ L2(GL(p)) and W2 c Wx conull and //-invariant such
that

/(<P(m,.)) £ Tl(GL(p))k      for all m € W2.

This implies that k £ Cr(GL(p)) and k ¿ 0.
Claim 2. Wx=M   (this proves (1)).
Proof. Fix mo £ M. As W2 is conull there exists a sequence (m„)„eN of

points of W2 such that m„-► mo. Fix some continuous trivialization of
«—»oo

P centered at mo, say ^ : U(mo) x GL(p) -» rr-1(l7(mo)). Then by definition
of W2 there exists a sequence (gn)neis of elements of GL(p) suchthat

/(¥(m„,.)) = n(¿rn)A = /„.

By continuity of «P and /, hjr^^^l^l = \fÇV(m0, .))\, and by Fatou's
Lemma,

f      Um\fn\2dg=[      \f(V(m0,.))\2dg
JGL{p) /i—oo JGUp)

< tim /      \fn\2dg < üm /      |A(ftí)|2rfí = ml
n-»oo JGUp) n-»oo JGUp)

and thus /m„ e L2^), i.e., m0 € Wx.

C/azm 3. Set ÍT = {m e Af | fm / 0}. Then W=W2. (This proves (2).)
Proo/I Clearly W2 c W so we just have to show that íFc^, i.e., that if

mo £ W{ then fm = 0. Fix mo € Wf. As W2 is conull there exists a sequence
(m„)„€N of points of W2 such that m„-► mo. As in the proof of Claim

„—»oo

2, fix some continuous trivialization centered at mo, ¥ : U(mo) x GL(p) -*
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n 1(U(mo)). By definition of W2 there exists a sequence (gn)n€tt of elements
of GL(p) such that

f(V(mn,.)) = Yi(gn)k = fn.

Assume that (g„) has a convergent subsequence g„k-► go- Then Tl(g„k)
k—»oo

n(go)^ pointwise in GL(p) and by continuity of *P and /,
*-oo

K(g„k )k = /(4*(m„t,.))-► /(*(m0,.))      pointwise in GL(p),
k—*oo

and thus f(?¥(mo,.)) = Yi(go)k, which contradicts the assumption that mo €
WS. We thus necessarily have g„-► oo so that

í n—»oo

IKftXA) -/(T(m„ .))  ^°W).0.

It is therefore enough to see that

/(y(m„,.))  ^(C¿(p))./(y(m0,.)).

Fix AT c GL(p) a compact. By continuity of *P,

/(¥(/*„,.))-►/(Y(ifio,.))

pointwise in GL(p). Without loss of generality we can assume that U(nto) is
relatively compact and thus that for all integers N and tul g £ K

\f(V(mn,g))-f(V(mo,g))\2<C.

As Haar measure is finite on compact sets C € L2K(GL(p)), so that we are done
by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem.   D

Lemma 4.53. Let Fk £ L2¿k„(P, R) c Cr(P) n Ll^P) be the nonzero a'-

invariant Junction on P obtained at the beginning o/§4.5, and let W = {m £

M | (Fk)m ¿ 0} be the a'-invariant open conull subset of M introduced in (2)

of Lemma 4.5.2. Fix mo £ Wc. Then there exists a nonzero a'-invariant

Junction /*» £ L2¿k~ (P, R) such that (f*0)*,, / 0.

Proof. As the //-action a' on M is transverse to the foliation y, there exist
vectors //i, ...,Hq£\) (where Í) denotes the Lie algebra of H and q = d—p

is the codimension of y ) such that rmoAf = TmSF © (kHl (m0),..., A^mo))
(where the second factor denotes the subspace spanned at m0 by the the Killing
fields kHi ). Let <f» : V(0) -» »^(mo) be a local chart of the leaf Lm centered
at mo (where V(0) c Rp is an open convex relatively compact neighbourhood
of the origin, so that VL (mo) c Lm is an open connected relatively compact

neighbourhood of mo in the leaf Lmo ), fix e > 0 and define the map <P :
V(0) x (-e ,€)«-» M by

(!"")•«
<t>(l,tx,...,tq) = exp\y^ UH'\ 4(1).

For each (/, 0) G K(0)x(-e, t)q the map O is a local diffeomorphism at (/, 0)
so that by picking e small enough we can assume that <I> is a diffeomorphism:

<t>:V(0)x(-e,e)9-*U(m0)
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where U(mo) C M is an open connected relatively compact neighbourhood
of mo € Wc. As the //-action a' on M permutes the leaves of the folia-
tion y this diffeomorphism is moreover a local trivialisation of y which, by
construction, is centered at mo and satisfies

4>(V(0) x {0}) = <t>(V(0)) = V^mo) c Lm.

We will thus refer to the coordinates / and / on U(mo) as, respectively, the
leafwise and transverse coordinates.

As the map * is a local trivialisation of SF, it maps the canonical frame
(ex,..., ep) at (/, t) £ V(0) x (-c, c)« cR'xR« onto a frame of SF at
<&(/, t) £ U(m0) which we denote u(l, t) £ P. Set w(0, 0) = u0 and let
n : P -> M be the natural projection. By construction n(uo) = m0 and
n~l(U(mo)) is an open neighbourhood of uo. We can naturally define a dif-
feomorphism

Ô : V(0) x (-e , e)" x GL(p) - n-\U(mo))

by the formula

0>(l,t,g) = u(l,t).g

which is both a local trivialization of the GL(p)-bundle n~l(U(mo)) -* U(mo)

and a local trivialization of the foliation y on P centered at «o, which sat-

*(F(0) x {0} x GL(p)) c L\.

The coordinates (l,t, g) on U(uo) will be respectively referred to as the leaf-
wise, transverse and group coordinates (note that leafwise is with respect to the

foliation y and not y ).
As W c M is //-invariant and, by hypothesis, mo £ Wc, necessarily

<P({0} x R«) c Wc and <P~l(W n U(m0)) C V(0) x (-c, e)« is invariant

under small transverse translations (by this we mean that if (I, t) £ V(0) x
(-e, e)«, t0 £ (-e, €)", and <P(/, t) £ W, then <P(/, t0) £ W). Therefore
WcnVLmo(m0) c Lm must also have measure zero in ^(mo) C JL-m,, (otherwise

Wc c M would contain a subset of strictly positive measure). We can therefore
assert that there exists a sequence (m;)76N such that

wij £ W n VLmo(m0) c Lm,,    and    m7 > m0.

By (2) of Lemma 4.5.2 there exist a nonzero k £ C(GL(p)) n L2(GL(p))
and a sequence (gj)jeti of elements of GL(/>) such that  (Fk)m   = o(g7)Á

where (Pfc)M/i) = Fk o^-^mj), g).  Set m, = *(*->(m,-),e) € !„„.

By construction k(u7) = my € !,„„.  By continuity of <P and <P, we have

Uj = 0>(®-l(mj),e)-► Ô(O-'(m0), e) = 0(0, 0, e) = u0 and as k ¿ 0
>—»oo

there exists go € GL(p) such that k(go) ̂  0. Set

fj - nj,^«))^)

where n/{ denotes the right regular representation of GL(p) on L-*- (P, R)
y,n'k

(which is unitary as both the volume v' and the metric r\'k are GL(p)-invariant).
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Thus fj € L2¿k„ (P, R), U}t¿k~ = WM1-*- , and as H acts on the left of
y¿*l'k 9~,n'k 9~,ifk

P and Fk is a'-invariant (and nonzero), f is also a'-invariant (and nonzero):
in order to prove Lemma 4.5.3 it is therefore enough to show that there exists
an integer j0 such that j}o("o) # 0 (we are then done by setting /m° = fj0 ).

Claim. There exists an integer j'o such that fj0(uo) #0.

We prove this claim by contradiction: assume that for all j; € N we have
fj(uo) = 0. We will use the following fact:

fj(Uj) = fjWp-Hmj), e)) = [nR(gjgo)ïl(gj)k}(e) = k(g-legjgo) = k(g0).

Let V(e) c GL(p) cR^ be an open convex relatively compact neighbourhood

of the identity and set U(u0) = Ô(F(0) x (-e, e)« x V(e)). Clearly U(uq) is
an open connected relatively compact neighbourhood of Mo € P and by passing
to a subsequence we can assume that the Uj lie in U(u0). For each integer j
define a C -fund ion

Gj = fjo®: V(0) x (-e, e)« x V(e) - R

to which we can apply the Mean Value Theorem ( V(0) x (-e ,e)qx V(e) c

RP x R« x R*2 being convex and open) between the points Ô_1(«;) and 0:

there exists Cj £ [0, *-1(«;)] C Rp x R? x R*2 such that

dGj{cj){9rl(*j) - 0) = Gj(è-l(uj)) - Gj(0) = fj(uj) - fj(u0)

= fj(Uj) = k(go).

As Cj-► 0 (as c, £ [0, Ô_,(M;)] ), and Ô-1(m,)-► 0, we have
y-»oo j-*<x>

where ||a"G;(c/)|| denotes the norm of the derivative dGj(c¡) :RP xR" xRP -»

R. We moreover point out that as Uj £ L^, by construction of 4> both

fl>-1(if,) and Cj lie in F(0) x {0} x V(e) so that if Gj denotes the restriction
of Gj to V(0) x {0} x V(e) c V(0) x (-e, c)« x V(e) then

(*) 11^/(0)11--►oo
;-»oo

where \\dGj(Cj)\\ denotes this time the norm of the derivative dGj(c¡) : Rp x

R'2-R.

We claim that this contradicts \\fj\^~k~ = \\Fk\\2¿k~i for all integers j.
& » v'k &. i'k

Indeed as M(tûk/r\'k) £ L20C(P) and U(uq) is relatively compact, for each
integer j we have on one hand:

/     VyJMs,& * I     \\JkMi)\\ñ-M(bjk/ri'k)di'

<([     \\JkAfj)\\~.dv~)     (f     M2(œk/rj'k)dv'

< \\fjf~k   Cx = \\Fk\\2/   Cx < C2
y ,nk y ,vk
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for some constants Cx, C2 > 0, so that the quantities Ju(u<¡) \\j~(fj)\\ ~k dv' are

uniformly bounded. On the other hand, by construction of <P, the formula of
change of variables, the relative compactness of U(uq) c P, Fubini's Theorem

and the a'-invariance of the functions fj (which implies in the chart «D the
invariance of Gj by transverse translations), there exist constants Cj, > 0 and
C4 > 0 such that

Lu(uo)   r""'"*
\\jyfj)hkdv'

= J ll4(^)llô-(5,)rf/TJrxldlxdtx dg
Jv(0)x(-t,ey>xV(e)    •*» wiai xai xag

ZCJ \\jk~(Gj)\\0(l,t,g)dlxdtxdg
Jv{0)x(-i,t)*xr{e)     y°

= (2e)«C3 / \\jk(Gj)\\0(l> g)dl x dg > C4||G;||^)xKW
JV(0)xV{e)

where SF§ denotes the canonical foliation on Rp x R* x Rp obtained by trans-

lating Rpx{0}xR/' , j~(Gj) denotes the A-jet of the map G, in the direction
_ &Ó

of 5%, || ||o in ||/~(G;)|L denotes the canonical norm on the vector bundle

of the A-jets of functions on R' x R? x R* in the direction of y>, y> de-

notes the canonical foliation on R" xRP2 obtained by translating R" x {0},

j#r0(Gj) denotes the A-jet of the map Gj in the direction of S^, and || Et o

in ||/£-(G;)||0 denotes the canonical norm on the vector bundle of the A-jets

of functions on R" x R"2 in the direction of S^. Thus the ||G/||fJJ)xKW are

uniformly bounded. We get the desired contradiction by applying the Sobolev
Embedding Theorem: since we assumed r > 1 we have the following bounded
injection:

V'k(V(0) x V(e)) ^ BCx(V(0) x V(e)).

Therefore the ||¿/G,(c;)|| should remain bounded, which contradicts ( * ).   D

Lemma 43.4. There exists an â'-invariant A € Cr(P, R) D LX~(P) such that

Am^O for all m£M.

Proof. By Lemma 4.5.3, for each m0eM there exists an /"« g L2~*L (P, R)
y-,n'k

which is a'-invariant and satisfies (f"0^ #0.  As /*• G L2¿\(P, R) c

C(P,R), necessarily (f^U # 0 for ail m g U(m0) where U(m0) C M
is an open neighbourhood of mo. As M is compact there exists a finite
covering U(mx),..., U(mj) of M by such open neighbourhoods associated

to ¿"'-invariant functions /"" ,..., f"1' G Cr(P, R) n Li(P), and clearly A =

(/"" )2 + • • • + (fm> )2 is a solution.   D

We now resume the proof of Proposition 4.5.1.   We first apply Lemma

4.5.2 to the ¿"'-invariant function A G C(P, R) n Ll~(P) yielded by Lemma
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4.5.4: there exists k G Cr(GL(p)) n Ll(GL(p)) such that in any trivialisa-
tion of P we have Am g Tl(GL(p))(k) for all m £ M. Let Gx = {go €
GL(p) | k(gog) = k(g) for all g £ GL(p)} be the stabilizer of A for II. As
GL(p)/Gx is a left GL(p)-space we can introduce the GL(p)/Gx fiber-bundle
P/Gx = P -xglíp) (GL(p)/Gx). An element ü of P/G¿ can be identified with a
function on the fiber Pm (by setting fm(g) = A(#) ) where m = w(w) ) which,
in any trivialisation of the fiber Pm = GL(p), belongs to U(GL(p))k. We can
thus assert:

The a'-invariant Junction h on P defines pointwise an a'-invariant section
a' : M -» P/Gx ■ As Gx is compact, we will have proved the existence of an
a'-invariant C -Riemannian metric on TSF provided that we can show that a'
is C on M.

Fix mo £ M. Let <P : U(mo) x GL(p) -» n~l(U(mo)) be a smooth triv-
ialization of x~x(U(mo)) where U(mo) is an open neighbourhood of mo
and let ñ : P/Gx -» M denote the canonical projection of the fiber bundle
P/Gx. To the trivialization 0 corresponds the smooth quotient trivialization

Ö : U(m0) x GL(p)/Gx -* jT^U^o)) denned by Ô(m, g) = <D(m, g). We
have just seen that for each m g C/(mo) there exists an s(m) £ GL(p) such
that

(1) h(<t>(m,g)) = k(s(m)g),
(2) ho<P£Cr(U(mo)xGL(p)),

(3) (Ö)"1off'(m) = (m,i(m)).

We now want to use those three items to prove that the function s : U(mo) —»

GL(p)/Gx defined by s(m) = s(m) is C on U(mo).

Lemma 4.53. s is continuous on U(mo).

Proof. Let (m„)n6N be a sequence of points of U(mo) which converges to mo.
We want to show that s(m„)-» s(mo) (in G/Gx). Assume that there ex-

n—»oo

ists a subsequence (mnp)p&i such that s(mn¡>)-* oo. Then on one hand

U(s(mtt,))k ¿toc(G¿(j')) » 0. On the other hand, fix K c GL(p) a compact subset:
' p—»oo

by continuity of A o i>, we have A(0(m„ , g))-» /(<P(mo, g)) pointwise
p—*oo

and as lA^m,,,, g))\ < C £ Ll(K) for all p and all g £ K, by Lebesgue's

Dominated Convergence Theorem A(<P(m„„, g)) —^-► A(4>(mo, g)), so
' p—»oo

that A(0(mo,.)) = 0 which contradicts the assumption Am„ ̂  0. We can
therefore assume without loss of generality that the s(m„) lie in a compact set

(so that the s(m„) are also contained in a compact set). It is then enough to

show that any convergent subsequence s(mnp) converges to 5(mo). Assume

thus that s(m„)-> gö. Then there exist g„ G GL(p), g„-► g such

that gn = s(mn) and g = go (take a continuous section j of the canoni-

cal projection ñ : GL(p) —» GL(p)/Gx in a neighbourhood of s(mo) and set

gn = j(s(rññ)) ). Then U(gn)k   poiatwise. U(g)k. But by continuity of A o <D,

we also have Yi(gn)k = Yi(s(mn))k = A(<P(m„,.))   pointwisel A(«P(m^,.)) =

U(s(mo))k = Tl(g)k, and thus g = s(m0) = go-   n
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It remains to show that 5 is C on U(mo). This follows from the following
lemma:

Lemma 43.6. Let G be a connected Lie group, k £ Cr(G) (1 < r < oo) and

s : U -* G a map from an open subset U c R" into G. Let Gx denote the
closed Lie subgroup of G defined by Gx = {go £ G\Vg £ G, k(gog) = k(g)}.
Assume that

(1) the quotient map s:U -* G/Gx given by m -» s(m) is continuous,
(2) the Junction C/xG-»R given by (m, g) -► k(s(m)g) is C.

Then the quotient map s : U -* G/Gx given by m-> s(m) is also Cr.

Proof, ¿being constant on the right cosets of Gx we can define I : G\Gx -» R
by ~g -» kÇg) = k(g). k is also Ck on U (as we can look upon G as a left

Grprincipal fiber bundle with base G\Gx so that locally k(g) = A(<P(g)) where
<P : W c G\Gx — G is smooth). Set d = dim(G\<r¿) =_dim(G) - dim(GA).
Given gx, g2,..., g¿ in G we define a new Cr-function kgig2 & : G\Gx -» Rrf

by

^*i»-i#(*) = ( A(Wi), -, A(*&) )•

Sublemma. We can pick gx, g2,..., gd in G in such a way that Äilft...& is
invertible in a neighbourhood of e~.

Proof of the sublemma. Let zx c q be the Lie algebra of C; c G. We can
assume without loss of generality that k is nonconstant, i.e., Gx^ G. Fix an
inner product ( ) on g, let ( ) also denote the corresponding right-invariant
metric on G, and introduce the function V : G -* q denned by

V(g) = R*g(^dk(g))

(where Rg denotes the right multiplication on G and grad is considered with
respect to the right-invariant metric (   ) on G ). We claim that

V(g) £&x *=* gradA(£) = 0 «=► V(g) = 0.

Indeed assume that V(g) g &. Then Exp(tV(g)) £ Gx for all t £ R. Thus

d
dtdt

k(Exp(tV(g)).g)=dk(g) Exp(tV(g)).g
1=0

= (gmdk(g), (Rg).(V(g)))TgG = l|gradA(g)||2.

We now show that there exist gx, g2,..., gj in G such that V(gx),...,
v(8d) are linearly independent and satisfy 9 = gx® (V(g\)> —, V(ga)) where
the second factor denotes the linear subspace spanned by V(g{),..., V(gd):

assume that {V(g) £ g | gradA(g) ^ 0} generates a subspace ßt° = (V(gx),...,
vigk)) with k <d. Then there exists a nontrivial W £ (sx®^)-1 = <#"-L ng¿-.
Let H^ denotes the corresponding right-invariant vector field on G and fix
g£G. We have

k(Exp(tW).g) = (^dk(Exp(toW)g), W(Exp(to)g))T^lomtc
t=t0

= {V(Exp(t0W)g),W)9 = 0

dt
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(by right-invariance of the metric ( ) and by definition of W ). Since at / = 0
we have k(cxp(0W)g) = k(g), for all / g R we have Exp(tW) g Gx and thus
W £ £x » which is a contradiction.

Now we see that kgl...gd is invertible in a neighbourhood of ?. Let kv^ be
the killing vector field on G\Gx associated to V(g¡) and the canonical right-
action of G on G\Gx. As V(gx),..., V(gd) is a basis of gf c g and dq\gJ. :

gf -♦ Te(G\Gx) is a linear isomorphism, (ky^(e),..., kv^(e)) is a basis of
Tg(G\Gx), and we have:

d(Rgik)(kV(sHë)) = §-t

d_
~ dt

k(ë.[E*P(tV(gj))]gi)
í=0

k([Exp(tV(gj))]gi)
<=o

= (gradin), [F(^)].ft )rt/C = ( V(gi), F(ft) ),

(by right-invariance of the metric ( ) ). As ~kgx„gi — (Rg,k,..., RgJ.), the ma-

trix of dkg^gjÇë) expressed on the basis kv^(e),..., AK<*>(?) of Te(G\Gx)

and the canonical basis of Rd is (a¡j) = ( F(g,), V(gj) )a, which is invertible
(as V(gi) i ¿x for each i and g = gAe (V(gx),..., V(gd))).   D

Proof of Lemma 4.5.6. Fix m0 G t/ and let iT(ë) c G\Gx be a neighbourhood
of ê on which X^...^ is invertible. As G acts transitively on the left cosets of

G/Gx there exists g0 £ G such that gosjmö) = ß(e) where /? : G\GX — G/Gx
is the canonical diffeomorphism defined by ß(Gxg) = gGx. As s is continuous
on U there exists U'(m0) c U such that ß~l[g6s(U'(mo))] c W(ë) c G\GX.
By construction

^gl...gAß~l(gos(rn))) = ( k(gos(m)gx ),..., k(g0s(m)gd))

is a C-function of l/(mo). By the Inverse Function Theorem we can invert

kgtmgd on W(I) which implies that m »-+ ß~l(gos(m)) G C(f/'(mo)) and thus

that m t-» s(m) £ Cr(U(m0)).   0
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